
Text Edition
Critical Edition

• First part is the text given in the original 
script. This part includes the annotations 
on provenance and variants.
• The transliteration is given in the second 

part, where the actual editorial work on 
the text is done.
• Classical Text Editor (CTE) is the main 

software used for the edition. It is 
suitable for texts in different reading 
directions and including special 
characters.

Printed Publication
• Based on the PDF export of the CTE
• Open access in PDF format on CMO web 

platform
• Hard copy publication by the University 

and State Library of Münster

Metadata in the Source Catalogue

Digital Publication
• Based on the XML export of the CTE
• The export is cleaned up and split into 

individual pieces of lyrics. 
• Through the structural-semantic markup, 

paragraph elements are transformed into 
line elements.
• The output is restructured into metadata, 

edited text and external apparatus.
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Critical Editions of 

Near Eastern Music Manuscripts

Text within the Music Edition
• The text underlying the music sometimes 

differs from the block text.
• These nuances reveal the characteristics 

of the sung text and indicate the 
pronunciation of the time. 

• Several verses sung to a repeating music 
are given as performed in both printed 
and digital editions. 

• The relevant metadata (TEI/MEI) for digital 
editions are retrieved from the source catalogue.

The Manuscript
• A notebook of Hampartsum notation with mainly 

Ottoman Turkish vocal pieces (poems or lyrics) in 
Arabic script for personal use, dated to the late 19th 
century.

• Collection of the vocal pieces seems to be the most 
circulated ones of the time.

• The corpus of the poets gives an idea about the 
network between poets and composers, as well as 
the most valued poets by the composers.

The Text
The poems are given in two different forms 
in the manuscript: 
•As a block text following the poetic form 

(couplet, stanza etc.)

• Separated in syllables as sung lyrics 
underlying the musical notation


